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About Issues
Assurance provides both system-guided as well as self-guided troubleshooting. For a large number of issues,
Assurance provides a system-guided approach, where multiple Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are
correlated, and the results from tests and sensors are used to determine the root cause of the problem, and then
possible actions are provided to resolve the problem. The focus is on highlighting an issue rather thanmonitoring
data. Quite frequently, Assurance performs the work of a Level 3 support engineer.

You can view issues from the following locations:

• Overall Health: Assurance landing page.

• Global Issues: Assurance > Issues tab.

• Client 360: Assurance > Health > Client dashboard. From the Client Devices table, click the MAC
address to display the Client 360 window.

• Device 360: Assurance > Health > Network. From the Network Devices table, in the Device column,
click the device name to display the Device 360 window.

• Application 360:Assurance >Health >Application. From theApplication table, in theName column,
click the application name to display the Application 360 window.
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Click an issue to open a slide-in pane with details, such as the summary of the issue, impact, and suggested
actions. Some client and AP issues also show an additional floor map to aid troubleshooting.

View Global Issues
Use this procedure to view the following types of issues:

• Critical issues that impact a number of clients.

• Baseline issues. Currently, only the baseline issues for Excessive Onboarding Time are supported. For
Excessive Onboarding Time issues, Assurance uses Machine Learning (ML) algorithms to extract
behavioral patterns in the network and predict trends. An issue is raised when ML detects that issue to
be relevant and that issue has an impact on clients. The root causes for the Excessive Onboarding Time
baseline issues are AAA, DHCP, and Association failures.

Step 1 From the Cisco DNA Center home page, choose Assurance > Issues > Global Issues.

The Global Issues window appears with the following information:

Table 1: Global Issues Window

DescriptionItem

Allows you to display information on the window based on the time range you select.
Default is 24 Hours. Do the following:

a. From the 24 Hours drop-down list, choose a time range: 3 hours, 24 hours, or
7 days.

b. Specify the Start Date and time; and the End Date and time.

c. Click Apply.

This sets the range of the timeline.

24 Hours drop-down list

Allows you to specify a more granular time range. You can click and drag the timeline
boundary lines to specify the time range.

Timeline slider

• Open: Provides information about all the pending issues that require action. The
open issues list is displayed by default.

• Resolved: Provides information about all the resolved issues.

• Ignored: Provides information about all the issues that were marked as Ignored.

Open, Resolved, and Ignored
tabs
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DescriptionItem

Displays the issues in a table format based on the time range you select from the 24
Hours drop-down list. The following columns display:

• Priority: Preassigned priority level of the issue, starting with P1.

• Issue Type: List of the different types of issues.

• Instance Count: Number of times this type of issue occurred.

• Category: Category under which the issue type falls, for example, Connectivity,
Availability, or Onboarding.

• Last Occurred Time: Date and time the issue occurred.

Issues table

Step 2 From the Issue Type column, click an issue type.

A slide-in pane opens, which lists the instances of that issue type with details, such as the priority, impacted device and
location, instance count, and last occurred time.

ML-based baseline issues are appended with the word, "baseline".Note

Step 3 From the Issue Instance column in the slide-in pane, click an instance.

Another slide-in pane opens, which provides details about that issue instance. Depending on the issue instance, appropriate
information displays, such as:

Table 2: Issue Instance Slide-In Pane

DescriptionItem

Description of the issue.Description

Displays information about the location that was impacted and the number of clients that were
impacted by the issue.

Impact of Last
Occurrence

The charts are zoomed-in, by default, 6-hours before and after the issue.

Hover and move your cursor over the charts to view synchronized tooltips that display
information at a selected point in time.

Click the (Next button) to display additional charts. The charts that display for a
particular issue are based on the root cause of that issue. For example, Impacted Client Count
Ranking, Client Authentications, Client Authentication Attempts, Impacted Wireless
Clients and Impacted Locations charts.

The chart details for the baseline issues are represented by different colors.

• Green band: Predicted baseline value based on machine learning.

• Solid blue line: Actual value.

• Vertical red line or bars: Indicates an issue. An issue is raised when ML detects that
issue to be relevant and that issue has an impact on clients. Currently, only the ML-based
baseline issues for Excessive Onboarding Time are supported. The root causes for the
Excessive Onboarding Time baseline issues are AAA, DHCP, and Association failures.

Charts
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DescriptionItem

Provides the actions you can take to resolve the issue.Suggested Actions

Step 4 To resolve an issue, do the following: From the Issue Instance slide-in pane, click the Status drop-down list, and then
choose Resolve.

You can verify if the issue is marked as resolved by looking at the Resolved tab in the Global Issues window. The issue
that you marked as resolved should display in the list of resolved issues.

Step 5 To stop an issue from being reported, do the following:
a) From the Issue Instance slide-in pane, click the Status drop-down list, and then choose Ignore.
b) Set the number of hours to ignore the issue on the slider, and then click Confirm.

You can verify if the issue is resolved by looking at the Ignored tab in the Global Issues window. The issue that you
marked as ignored should display in the list of ignored issues.

View All Issues
Use this procedure to view all the issues that Assurance is capable of monitoring in a customer environment,
the types of issues that are reported, and the root cause of the issues.

Step 1 From the Cisco DNA Center home page, choose Assurance > Issues > All Issues.

The All Issues window appears with the following information:
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Figure 1: All Issues Window

Table 3: All Issues Window

DescriptionItem

This enables you to display information on the window based on the time range you
select. Do the following:

a. From the 24 Hours drop-down list, choose a time range: 3 hours, 24 hours, or
7 days.

b. Specify the Start Date and time; and the End Date and time.

c. Click Apply.

This sets the range of the timeline.

24 Hours drop-down list

Enables you to specify a more granular time range. You can click and drag the timeline
boundary lines to specify the time range.

Timeline slider
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DescriptionItem

Displays all of the issues that Assurance is capable of monitoring in a customer
environment. The issues are grouped and categorized as follows:

• Onboarding: Displays the wireless and wired client onboarding issues.

• Connectivity: Displays network connectivity issues, such as OSPF, BGP tunnels,
and so on.

• Connected: Displays client issues.

• Device: Displays device-related issues, such as CPU, memory, fan, and so on.

• Availability: Displays device availability issues for access points, wireless
controllers, and so on.

• Utilization: Displays utilization issues of access points, wireless controllers,
radios, and so on.

• Application: Displays Application Experience issues.

• Sensor Test: Displays sensor global issues.

• AP Anomaly

Issues Table

Step 2 From the Issue Name column, click an issue to display its root cause on the right pane.
Step 3 From the Instances column, click the hyper-linked instance number to open a slide-in pane with additional details:

The All Root Causes with Open Instances area lists all of the root causes that triggered the issue along with the impact
information for each root cause.

The impacted devices with the issue occurrence count for each device are displayed in charts. Click the bar in the chart
to populate and refresh the Impacted Devices table below.

To display the information for a site or device type, choose the appropriate option Site orDevice Type from the drop-down
list.

Configure Issue Settings
Use this procedure to configure the settings for issues. You can enable or disable issues from being reported,
change an issue priority, and change the threshold for when an issue is reported.

Step 1 From the Cisco DNA Center home page, choose Assurance >Manage > Issue Settings.
The Issue Settings window opens.

Step 2 Set the DEVICE TYPE and CATEGORY filters to view the type of issues you want to configure.
Step 3 Click an issue in the Issue Name column to open an slide-in pane with the settings:

For some issues, changes made to the settings are shared across multiple device types. In the slide-in pane,

hover your cursor over the icon to display the affected device types.

Note
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a) To enable or disable the issue, click the Enabled toggle.
b) To set the issue priority, click the Priority drop-down list and select the priority. The options are:

• P1: A critical issue that needs immediate attention which can result in wider impact on network operations.

• P2: A major issue that can potentially impact multiple devices or clients.

• P3: A minor issue that has a localized or minimal impact.

• P4: A warning issue that may not be an immediate problem but addressing it can optimize the network
performance.

c) (For only some issues) In the Trigger Condition area, you can change the threshold value for when the issue is
reported.

Example of a trigger condition:

Memory Utilization of Access Points greater than 90%

For issues with multiple trigger conditions, the issue is reported when at least one of the trigger conditions
is met.

Note

d) If you set the DEVICE TYPE as All and Category as Onboarding, in the Trigger Condition area, you can set the
trigger condition to generate either Baseline Based issues or Threshold Based issues. By default, Baseline Based
is selected.

e) (Optional) If there are any changes to the settings, you can hover your cursor over View Default Settings to display
the default issues. Click Use Default to restore all the issue settings to the default values.

f) Click Apply.

What to do next

Monitor open issues, resolved issues, and ignored issues. See View Global Issues, on page 2.

Router Issues
The following table lists the router issues detected by Assurance:

Table 4: Router Issues

SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

BGP connectivity failure with peer due to wrong
AS (autonomous system) number.

YesBGP tunnel connectivityConnectivity

Host MAC address flapping seen on network
device.

YesHost MAC address flappingConnectivity

Interface connecting network devices is down.YesInterface connecting network
devices is down

Connectivity
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SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

BGP connectivity is flapping with neighbor.YesNetwork device Interface
connectivity - BGP Flap

Connectivity

EIGRP (Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing
Protocol) adjacency failed with neighbor.

YesNetwork device interface
connectivity - EIGRP adjacency
failure

Connectivity

Interface on device is down.YesNetwork device interface
connectivity - Interface down

Connectivity

ISIS (Intermediate System Intermediate System)
adjacency failed on device.

YesNetwork device interface
connectivity - ISIS adjacency
failure

Connectivity

OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) adjacency failed
with neighbor.

YesNetwork device interface
connectivity - OSPF adjacency
failure

Connectivity

IPSLA probe failures/over-thresholds on network
device.

YesNetwork device IPSLA
connectivity

Connectivity

Failure to install an SGACL access policy for
SGT.

YesFailure to install an access
policy for SGT

Connected

High input/output error on interfaces.NoHigh input/output error on
router interfaces

Connected

High input/output utilization on interfaces.NoHigh input/output utilization on
router interfaces

Connected

Failed to download SGACL ACEs for SGT.YesSGT access policy download
failed on the device

Connected

Failure to install an access policy for SGT. Policy
rule error found in RBACL.

YesSGT access policy installation
failed on the device

Connected

Failure to download the source list for access
policy for SGT.

YesUnable to download SGT access
policy from the policy server

Connected

Failure to uninstall an SGACL access policy for
SGT.

YesUninstall of SGT access policy
failed on the device

Connected

Excessive time lag between Cisco DNA Center
and device.

NoDNA Center and network
device time has drifted

Device

Issues created by single occurrence of syslog
event related to high temperature.

YesIssues based on syslog events -
High temperature

Device

Device experiencing high CPU utilization.YesRouter experiencing high CPU
utilization

Device
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SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

Device experiencing high memory utilizationYesRouter experiencing high
memory utilization

Device

The network device went through an HA
switchover.

YesNetwork device HA switchoverAvailability

Network device is unreachable from controller.YesRouter unreachableAvailability

Core, Distribution, and Access Issues
The following table lists the core, distribution, and access issues detected by Assurance:

Table 5: Core, Distribution, and Access Issues

SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

BGP connectivity failure with peer due to wrong
AS (autonomous system) number.

YesBGP tunnel connectivityConnectivity

Host MAC address flapping seen on network
device.

YesHost MAC address flappingConnectivity

Interface connecting network devices is down.YesInterface connecting network
devices is down

Connectivity

BGP connectivity is flapping with neighbor.YesNetwork device Interface
connectivity - BGP Flap

Connectivity

EIGRP (Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing
Protocol) adjacency failed with neighbor.

YesNetwork device interface
connectivity - EIGRP adjacency
failure

Connectivity

Interface on device is down.YesNetwork device interface
connectivity - Interface down

Connectivity

ISIS (Intermediate System Intermediate System)
adjacency failed on device.

YesNetwork device interface
connectivity - ISIS adjacency
failure

Connectivity

OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) adjacency failed
with neighbor.

YesNetwork device interface
connectivity - OSPF adjacency
failure

Connectivity

IPSLA probe failures/over-thresholds on network
device.

YesNetwork device IPSLA
connectivity

Connectivity

Fabric edge lost connectivity to the fabric border
in the virtual network.

YesFabric devices connectivity -
Border overlay

Connected
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SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

Fabric edge lost connectivity to the fabric border
in the physical network.

YesFabric devices connectivity -
Border underlay

Connected

Fabric node lost connectivity to the co-located
fabric border and control plane in the physical
network.

YesFabric devices connectivity -
Control border underlay

Connected

Fabric node lost connectivity to the fabric control
plane device in the physical network.

YesFabric devices connectivity -
Control underlay

Connected

Fabric node lost connectivity to the DHCP server
in the virtual network.

YesFabric devices connectivity -
DHCP overlay

Connected

Fabric node lost connectivity to the DHCP server
in the physical network.

YesFabric devices connectivity -
DHCP underlay

Connected

Fabric node lost connectivity to the DNS server
in the virtual network.

YesFabric devices connectivity -
DNS overlay

Connected

Fabric node lost connectivity to the DNS server
in the physical network.

YesFabric devices connectivity -
DNS underlay

Connected

The fabric border cannot reach the
user-provisioned external URL.

YesFabric devices connectivity -
External URL

Connected

Fabric edge lost connectivity to the ISE server
in the physical network.

YesFabric devices connectivity -
ISE server

Connected

Failure to install an SGACL access policy for
SGT.

YesFailure to install an access
policy for SGT

Connected

High input/output error on switch interfaces.NoHigh input/output error on
switch interfaces

Connected

High input/output utilization on interfaces.NoHigh input/output utilization on
switch interfaces

Connected

Failed to download SGACL ACEs for SGT.YesSGT access policy download
failed on the device

Connected

Failure to install an access policy for SGT. Policy
rule error found in RBACL.

YesSGT access policy installation
failed on the device

Connected

Failure to download the source list for access
policy for SGT.

YesUnable to download SGT access
policy from the policy server

Connected

Failure to uninstall an SGACL access policy for
SGT.

YesUninstall of SGT access policy
failed on the device

Connected

Device has rebooted due to a hardware or
software crash.

YesDevice reboot crashDevice
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SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

Excessive time lag between Cisco DNA Center
and device.

NoDNA Center and network
device time has drifted

Device

A port interface is flapping on a switch.YesInterface is flapping on network
device

Device

Issues created by single occurrence of syslog
event related to high temperature.

YesIssues based on syslog events -
High temperature

Device

Issues created by single occurrence of syslog
event related to power.

YesIssues based on syslog events -
POE

Device

Stack member was removed.YesStack member removalDevice

Stackmember is running an incompatible image.YesStack member running
incompatible image

Device

Device experiencing high CPU utilization.YesSwitch experiencing high CPU
utilization

Device

Device experiencing high memory utilization.YesSwitch experiencing high
memory utilization

Device

Fan failure on switch.YesSwitch fan failureDevice

Power supply failure on switch.YesSwitch power failureDevice

Issues for TCAM exhaustion in layer 2, layer 3,
QoS, and SGACL.

YesTCAM utilization high issuesDevice

The network device went through an HA
switchover.

YesNetwork device HA switchoverAvailability

Device is unreachable.YesSwitch unreachableAvailability

Map cache entries have exceeded limit on map
server.

YesMap cache limit reachedUtilization

Controller Issues
The following table lists the controller issues detected by Assurance:

Table 6: Controller Issues

SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

Interface connecting network devices is down.YesInterface connecting network
devices is down

Connectivity
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SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

Fabric WLC lost connectivity to the fabric
control plane node.

YesFabric WLC to MapServer
connectivity

Connected

Excessive time lag between Cisco DNA Center
and device.

NoDNA Center and network
device time has drifted

Device

The network device went through an HA
switchover.

YesNetwork device HA switchoverAvailability

Network controller is not receiving data from
WLC.

YesWLC monitorAvailability

Power supply has failed on this WLC.YesWLC power supply failureAvailability

WLC reboot crash.YesWLC reboot crashAvailability

Device is unreachable.YesWLC unreachableAvailability

WLC currently has no free AP licenses.YesAP license exhausted on WLCUtilization

WLC is experiencing high memory utilization.YesWLC memory high utilizationUtilization

Access Point Issues
The following table lists the access point issues detected by Assurance:

Table 7: Access Point Issues

SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

AP has a coverage hole.NoAP coverage holeAvailability

AP went down.YesAP downAvailability

AP has flapped.YesAP flapAvailability

AP has rebooted due to a hardware or software
crash.

NoAP reboot crashAvailability

AP is experiencing high CPU utilization.NoAP CPU high utilizationUtilization

AP is experiencing high memory utilization.NoAP memory high utilizationUtilization

2.4 GHz radio on AP(s) are experiencing high
utilization.

NoRadio high utilization (2.4GHz)Utilization

5 GHz radio on AP(s) are experiencing high
utilization.

NoRadio high utilization (5GHz)Utilization

AP encountered anomaly issue.NoAP anomalyAP Anomaly
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Wired Client Issues
The following table lists the wired client issues detected by Assurance:

Table 8: Wired Client Issues

SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

The client has failed to obtain an IPv4 address
from DHCP server.

NoClient DHCP reachability issueOnboarding

The client failed to obtain a response from the
DNS server.

NoClient DNS reachability issueOnboarding

Wired client authentication failed. User device
authentication with Dot1.x failure.

This issue is applicable only for single
clients.

Note

NoWired client authentication
failures - Dot1.x failure

Onboarding

Wired client authentication failed. User device
authentication failed with MAC authentication
bypass issues.

This issue is applicable only for single
clients.

Note

NoWired client authentication
failures - MAB failure

Onboarding

Wireless Client Issues
The following table lists the wireless client issues detected by Assurance:

These issues are applicable for both single clients and multiple clients. Issues for multiple clients are displayed
in Global Issues.

Note

Table 9: Wireless Client Issues

SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

While roaming, a wireless client capable of fast
roaming is doing full authentication instead of
fast authentication.

No802.11r client roaming slowlyOnboarding

The client has failed to obtain an IPv4 address
from DHCP server.

NoClient DHCP reachability issueOnboarding
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SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

The client failed to obtain a response from the
DNS server.

NoClient DNS reachability issueOnboarding

Wireless client excluded - Client was excluded
before roaming.

NoWireless client excluded -
Client was excluded before
roaming

Onboarding

Wireless client excluded - IP theft issue.YesWireless client excluded - IP
theft issue

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to connect - AAA server
rejected client.

NoWireless client failed to connect
- AAA server rejected client

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to connect - AAA server
timeout.

NoWireless client failed to connect
- AAA server timeout

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to connect - Client PMK
not found.

NoWireless client failed to connect
- Client PMK not found

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to connect - Failed to
authenticate due to client timeout.

NoWireless client failed to connect
- Client timeout

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to connect - DHCP server
timeout.

NoWireless client failed to connect
- DHCP server timeout

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to connect - DHCP timeout.NoWireless client failed to connect
- DHCP timeout

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to connect - Failed to get
an IP address due to client timeout.

NoWireless client failed to connect
- Failed to get an IP address due
to client timeout

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to connect - Security
parameter mismatch.

NoWireless client failed to connect
- Security parameter mismatch

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to connect - WLC
configuration error.

NoWireless client failed to connect
- WLC configuration error

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to connect - WLC internal
error.

NoWireless client failed to connect
- WLC internal error

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to roam - AAA server
rejected client.

NoWireless client failed to roam -
AAA server rejected client

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to roam - AAA server
timeout.

NoWireless client failed to roam -
AAA server timeout

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to roam - Client PMK not
found.

NoWireless client failed to roam -
Client PMK not found

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to roam - Failed to
authenticate due to client timeout.

NoWireless client failed to roam -
Client timeout

Onboarding
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SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

Wireless client failed to roam - Security
parameter mismatch.

NoWireless client failed to roam -
Security parameter mismatch

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to roam - WLC
configuration error.

NoWireless client failed to roam -
WLC configuration error

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to roam - WLC internal
error.

NoWireless client failed to roam -
WLC internal error

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to roam between APs -
External error.

NoWireless client failed to roam
between APs - External error

Onboarding

Wireless client failed to roam between APs -
WLC configuration mismatch.

NoWireless client failed to roam
between APs - WLC
configuration mismatch

Onboarding

Wireless client took a long time to connect -
Excessive time due to authentication timeouts.

NoWireless client took a long time
to connect - Excessive time due
to authentication timeouts

Onboarding

Wireless client took a long time to connect -
Excessive time due to DHCP server failures.

NoWireless client took a long time
to connect - Excessive time due
to DHCP server failures

Onboarding

Wireless client took a long time to connect -
Excessive time due to failed credentials.

NoWireless client took a long time
to connect - Excessive time due
to failed credentials

Onboarding

Wireless client took a long time to connect -
Excessive time due to WLC failures.

NoWireless client took a long time
to connect - Excessive time due
to WLC failures

Onboarding

Wireless client took a long time to connect -
Excessive time for authentication due to AAA
server or network delays.

NoWireless client took a long time
to connect - Excessive time for
authentication due to AAA
server or network delays

Onboarding

Wireless clients excluded - IP theft issue.YesWireless clients excluded - IP
theft issue

Onboarding

Wireless clients failed to connect - AAA server
rejected clients.

YesWireless clients failed to
connect - AAA server rejected
clients

Onboarding

Wireless clients failed to connect - AAA server
timeout.

YesWireless clients failed to
connect - AAA server timeout

Onboarding

Wireless clients failed to connect - Client PMK
not found.

YesWireless clients failed to
connect - Client PMK not found

Onboarding
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SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

Wireless Clients failed to connect - DHCP server
timeout.

YesWireless Clients failed to
connect - DHCP server timeout

Onboarding

Wireless clients failed to connect - Failed to
authenticate due to client timeouts.

YesWireless clients failed to
connect - Failed to authenticate
due to client timeouts

Onboarding

Wireless clients failed to connect - Failed to get
an IP address due to client timeouts.

YesWireless clients failed to
connect - Failed to get an IP
address due to client timeouts

Onboarding

Wireless clients failed to connect - Failed to get
an IP address due to DHCP server or client
timeouts.

YesWireless clients failed to
connect - Failed to get an IP
address due to DHCP server or
client timeouts

Onboarding

Wireless clients failed to connect - Security
parameter mismatch during authentication.

YesWireless clients failed to
connect - Security parameter
mismatch

Onboarding

Wireless clients failed to connect - WLC
configuration error.

YesWireless clients failed to
connect - WLC configuration
error

Onboarding

Wireless clients failed to roam - Clients were
excluded due to client exclusion policies on the
WLC.

YesWireless clients failed to roam
- Client exclusion policies on
the WLC

Onboarding

Wireless clients failed to roam - Clients were
excluded before roaming.

YesWireless clients failed to roam
- Clients were excluded before
roaming

Onboarding

Wireless clients failed to roam between APs -
WLC configuration mismatch.

YesWireless clients failed to roam
- WLC configuration mismatch

Onboarding

Wireless clients took a long time to connect -
Excessive time due to DHCP server failures.

YesWireless clients took a long
time to connect - Excessive time
due to DHCP server failures

Onboarding

Wireless clients took a long time to connect -
Excessive time due to failed credentials.

YesWireless clients took a long
time to connect - Failed
credentials

Onboarding

Wireless clients took a long time to connect -
Excessive time due to WLC failures.

YesWireless clients took a long
time to connect - WLC failures

Onboarding

Wireless clients took a long time to connect -
Excessive time for authentication due to AAA
server or network delays.

YesWireless clients took a long
time to connect - AAA server
or network delays

Onboarding
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SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

Dual band capable client is consistently
connecting to 2.4 GHz radio even though 5 GHz
radio, providing a better experience, is available.

NoDual band capable client prefers
2.4 GHz over 5 GHz

Connected

Wireless client is experience poor RF condition
because the client has no better neighboring APs
to roam to.

NoWireless client has poor RFConnected

Wireless client is maintaining an association with
an APwhich has a weaker signal. It should roam
to available AP that has the stronger signal.

NoWireless client shows sticky
behavior

Connected

Application Issues
The following table lists the application issues detected by Assurance:

Table 10: Application Issues

SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

All issues pertaining to Application Experience.NoApplication experience issuesApplication

Sensor Issues
The following table lists the sensor issues detected by Assurance:

Table 11: Sensor Issues

SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

Slow onboarding of sensors due to delays in the
802.1x authentication phase.

YesSensor - Slow authentication
during onboarding

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting slow ping response
from RADIUS server.

YesSensors - RADIUS reachability
slow

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting speed test HTTP
error while accessing query server.

YesSensors - Speed test HTTP errorSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting no response from
local gateway.

YesSensors - Default gateway failedSensor Test

Multiple sensors failed to get an IPv4 address.YesSensors - DHCP failuresSensor Test
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SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

Multiple sensors failed to resolve domain name
with DNS Server.

YesSensors - DNS resolution failedSensor Test

Multiple sensors reporting unreachable DNS
server. Pings are failing.

YesSensors - DNS server
reachability failed

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are getting slow response from
DNS Server host via ping.

YesSensors - DNS server slow
response

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors failed to associate during
onboarding.

YesSensors - Failed Association
during Onboarding

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting slow ping
responses from the local gateway.

YesSensors - First hop slow
response

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting slow response
from FTP server host.

YesSensors - FTP reachability slowSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting unable to connect
to FTP server.

YesSensors - FTP test failSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting failed to transfer
file with FTP server.

YesSensors - FTP transfer failSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting slow ftp transfer
time with FTP server.

YesSensors - FTP transfer slowSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting unreachable FTP
server.

YesSensors - FTP unreachableSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting IPSLA test IP
address not received from DNAC.

YesSensors - IPSLA no IP addressSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting IPSLA test - no
response from IPSLA responder.

YesSensors - IPSLA no responseSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting IPSLA test socket
error.

YesSensors - IPSLA socket errorSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting IPSLA test failed.YesSensors - IPSLA test failSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting IPSLA test
unsupported probe type.

YesSensors - IPSLA unsupported
probe type

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting slow ping response
from mail server.

YesSensors - Mail server
reachability slow

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting slow connection
time to mail server.

YesSensors - Mail server response
slow

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting failed to connect
to mail server.

YesSensors - Mail server test failSensor Test
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SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

Multiple sensors are reporting unreachable mail
server.

YesSensors - Mail server
unreachable

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting speed test NDT
server does not exist.

YesSensors - No NDT serverSensor Test

Sensors failed to connect to the wireless network.YesSensors - Onboarding failuresSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting slow response
from Outlook Web Access first hop gateway.

YesSensors - Outlook server first
hop slow

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting slow mail
connection time to Outlook Web Access.

YesSensors - Outlook server
response slow

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting slow ping response
from Outlook Web Access host.

YesSensors - Outlook server slowSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting failed to connect
to Outlook Web Access.

YesSensors - Outlook server test
fail

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting unreachable
Outlook Web Access host.

YesSensors - Outlook server
unreachable

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting speed test query
server timeout.

YesSensors - Query server timeoutSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting failed to
authenticate with RADIUS server.

YesSensors - RADIUS
authentication fail

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting slow
authentication time from RADIUS server.

YesSensors - RADIUS
authentication slow

Sensor Test

Slow onboarding of sensors due to delays in the
association phase.

YesSensors - Slow association
during onboarding

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are getting slow name resolution
from DNS server.

YesSensors - Slow DNS name
resolution

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are slow to get an IPv4 address.YesSensors - Slow IPv4 addressing
during onboarding

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting slow ping response
from host.

YesSensors - Slow response from
host

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting speed test failed.YesSensors - Speed test failSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting speed test generic
failure.

YesSensors - Speed test generic
error

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting speed test uplink
test timeout.

YesSensors - Speed test uplink
timeout

Sensor Test
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SummaryGlobal
Issue?

Issue NameCategory

Multiple sensors are reporting speed test URL
error while accessing query server.

YesSensors - Speed test URL errorSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting ping failure to the
host. Unreachable host.

YesSensors - Unreachable hostSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting unreachable
RADIUS server.

YesSensors - Unreachable RADIUSSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting invalid web
authentication configuration.

YesSensors - Web authentication
config fail

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting clients are failing
web authentication test.

YesSensors - Web authentication
fail

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting HTTP error for
web authentication.

YesSensors - Web authentication
HTTP fail

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting slow web
authentication.

YesSensors - Web authentication
slow

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting slow response
from web server first hop gateway.

YesSensors - Web server first hop
slow

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting slow ping response
from web server.

YesSensors - Web server
reachability slow

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting slowweb response
time from web server.

YesSensors - Web server response
slow

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting failed to load page
from web server.

YesSensors - Web server test failedSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting unreachable web
server.

YesSensors - Web server
unreachable

Sensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting speed test
websocket error during the test.

YesSensors - Web socket errorSensor Test

Multiple sensors are reporting speed test uplink
test proxy error.

YesSensors - Speed test uplink
proxy error

Sensor Test
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